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As featured in the World Economic Forum

Enabling Advanced Air Mobility through Innovative Infrastructure

We provide innovative ground infrastructure as a service for Future Air Mobility. An ultra-compact, rapidly deployable, multi-functional operations hub for manned and unmanned vehicles providing aircraft command and control, charging/refueling, cargo and passenger loading and other mission specific facilities.

urban-Air Port is part of Six Miles Across London Limited (small). small. is an agile, dynamic design + technology [Deep Tech] group that believes cutting edge design can improve the quality of life for everyone.
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Air One

Terra One

AI powered autonomous un/manned UAM transit

Scalable, and moveable EVTOL micro-airport infrastructure for land and sea/coastal locations

Fully integrated and autonomous Infrastructure-as-a-Service for 3 dimensional streets of the future

Electric

Off Grid

Zero Emission
Urban-Air Port® Ecosystem

Our Mission is to remove the largest single constraint to sustainable air mobility. To significantly cut congestion and air pollution from passenger and cargo transport. To create a Zero-Emission-Mobility ecosystem through the utilisation of best-in-class Design, Technology & Manufacturing. To deliver fully connected iconic architecture that is Modular, Scalable, Re-usable & Flat-packed and incorporates Autonomous Systems & Renewables.

“In the future, streets will be three-dimensional with less need for roads; as such there will be more space for green areas. Greener, cleaner and safe streets for better connected, walkable and sustainable cities. The vehicles on the road will be shared, so there will be no need to actually own a car.”

Ricky Sandhu – Founder & Executive Chairman of Urban-Air Port®

For further information please contact: airtime@sixmilesacrosslondon.com